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fabrication shop . Red Hook, Brooklyn 

price inquiry . design@martinlenclos.com 
general inquiries . hello@martinlenclos.com 

project lead time . 4-15 weeks 
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What Is a Self-Questioning Device?
Furniture & Self-Concept

“As an avid meditator, the idea is 
that furniture and objects can 
become signposts to presence, 
meditative self-exploration and 
personal well-being.” 

— MARTIN LENCLOS



aTypical Chair A01 — WantedDesign NYC May 2022

Valley Collection — Valley Chair

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231

hello@martinlenclos.com

Martin Lenclos questions 
our self-concept and 
sense of reality

Using a formal artistic language that 
mixes the codes of both industrial 
design and visual art, Martin Lenclos 
produces pieces charged with 
emotion with the intention of 
provoking pause and self-
exploration.  

His work ranges from the familiar to 
the unusual, and includes furniture, 
design objects, and other artworks. 
Lenclos questions our sense of 
reality through design alterations in 
otherwise useful objects who lose 
part of their function, becoming 
more interactive.

“My products' intentional design 
flaws and diversions are done to 
trigger compassion for our own 
imperfections and shortcomings. 
Can a piece of furniture become a 
‘self-questioning device’ and invite 
us to achieve peace of mind through 
object-focused meditation?” 

 
— MARTIN LENCLOS



MARTIN LENCLOS

Rupture/Repair Collection 
Flat deck. 38” x 8.5” x 3/4” — Solid white oak and sapele — MADE TO ORDER — Unique pieces.  
Curved deck. 32” x 8” x 2.5” — Solid white oak and sapele — MADE TO ORDER — Unique pieces.

Curved deck. NYC Apartment

IG: martin_lenclos



 

hello@martinlenclos.com

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231



 

Flat decks. NYC Apartment

MARTIN LENCLOS

IG: martin_lenclos

“Skateboarding is a sport that offers 
many opportunities to experience a flow 
and stillness of mind. It’s a powerful 
experience that gives one inner peace for 
a few minutes, especially when cruising, 
as one forgets their problems, their life 
situation, even their name, and becomes 
pure awareness.” 

 
— MARTIN LENCLOS



 

“Board Room” Installation 2022

IG: martin_lenclos

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231

Made from naturally cracked wood 
boards patched up with butterfly 
inlays, the skateboards are a 
reminder that living in the present 
moment is always where true 
happiness exists, and despite the ups 
and downs of life, the mind can be 
repaired and made new again, so it 
can see things in a different light.

“Board Room II” Installation 2022



MARTIN LENCLOS

aTypical Chair 
Oak or Walnut — W15.7 x D15.7 x H34.3 in 
Produced Taiwan + Brooklyn 

IG: martin_lenclos



 

Oak — Oil

Oak — White oil

Oak — Black painted

hello@martinlenclos.com

The simplicity, elegance, and 
balanced gesture of the 
aTypical Chair A01 grew out of 
Martin Lenclos’s obsession to 
make emotionally charged 
design objects and art 
furniture.  

With its right leg extending 
back, the chair gives the user a 

curtsy, yet at the same time 
provokes them to question its 
functionality. The chair is 
constructed to comfortably 
support anyone, while 
reflecting the designer's 
appreciation for conversation—
about its meaning and design, 
and our reality.

PRICE ENQUIRY 
DESIGN@MARTINLENCLOS.COM

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231

The chair is 
constructed to 
comfortably support 
anyone

mailto:DESIGN@MARTINLENCLOS.COM


 

Valley Chair

Valley Collection 
White Oak — While Oil Finish 
AP in production in Brooklyn 

IG: martin_lenclos

MARTIN LENCLOS



 

Valley Round Table

Prototype — Detail from Valley Bench V02

hello@martinlenclos.com

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231

“I pivot the design of the furniture from its original 
function slightly to turn it into a self-questioning 
device.” 

— MARTIN LENCLOS



 

Valley Desk 

Valley Stool

Valley Collection 
White Oak — While Oil Finish 
AP in production in Brooklyn 

IG: martin_lenclos

MARTIN LENCLOS

Valley Desk and Stool

Valley Stool



 

Side Table, Stool, Bench

The Valley Collection gently creates at 
first glance a space of reflection 
between your expectation for 
functional furniture and your 
realization that furniture should have 
another purpose.  Martin Lenclos offers 
you a moment of silence, as you are 
invited to place your eyes on the edge 
of a table and to see a landscape 
appearing on the surface. 

This series carries forward the concept 
of a landscape and its frame, which 
here appear as a regular piece of 
furniture. If you're familiar with 
Lenclos's themes, the series continues 
his design reflection related to the 
tension between creating self-
questioning devices vs. functional 
design.

hello@martinlenclos.com

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231

PRICE ENQUIRY 
DESIGN@MARTINLENCLOS.COM

Bench

Bench

mailto:DESIGN@MARTINLENCLOS.COM


 

MARTIN LENCLOS

Hypothesis Chair

Hypothesis Collection 
Teak and Travertine  
AP in production in Brooklyn

IG: martin_lenclos



 

Hypothesis Bedside Table

Hypothesis Throne Chair

LIGHT WEIGHT 
STONE PANELS 

hello@martinlenclos.com

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231



 

MARTIN LENCLOS

Hypothesis Coffee Table

Hypothesis Daybed

Hypothesis Collection 
Teak and Travertine  
AP in production in Brooklyn

IG: martin_lenclos



 

Hypothesis Bench

The simplistic, block-like system of the 
Hypothesis Collection is Martin 
Lenclos's questioning of the persistent 
notion of a separation between him 
and his entourage, and yet his desire 
to believe in non-duality, which is a 
concept that has been developed over 
millennia by many spiritual leaders in 
both the Eastern and Western 
traditions.  

Using travertine and teak, the 
collection can be used in dry or damp 
locations, indoors or out. Martin 
Lenclos uses natural stone panels 
layered to a very thin and resistant 
aluminum substrate, guaranteeing the 
light weight of each piece. The block 
of travertine stone can play a separate 
role from its base, allowing them play 
together, yet appear separated.

hello@martinlenclos.com

125 Dikeman St Brooklyn, NY 11231

PRICE ENQUIRY 
DESIGN@MARTINLENCLOS.COM

mailto:DESIGN@MARTINLENCLOS.COM


CALL, ASK A QUESTION, REQUEST A CUSTOM PIECE 

cell . 646-207-3404 
general inquiries . hello@martinlenclos.com 

instagram . @martin_lenclos

studio . Dumbo, Brooklyn  
fabrication shop . Red Hook, Brooklyn 

price inquiry . design@martinlenclos.com 
project lead time . 4-15 weeks 

www . martinlenclos.com 


